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Space-Based Flight Termination System
Incorporating GPS Telecommand Link
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ABSTRACT

This paper will investigate the areas which must be addressed to implement a truly
integrated Range instrumentation system on a GPS-based Range, using a patented L-Band
commanding scheme. Hardware issues will be highlighted as well the issues to be
addressed in changing from an audio tone-frequency modulated command system to a
digital system incorporating encryption and spread spectrum. Some thoughts addressing
costs and schedule to incorporate this approach into the architecture of the U. S. Air Force
Range Standardization and Automation (RSA) architecture, as a candidate GPS-based
Range are also presented, as well as a discussion of the benefits to be accrued over the
existing system, if this approach were adopted.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the Juarez incident of 1947, when inadequate safety control allowed an errant V2 to
impact in Mexico, Spacelift Ranges and Test and Training Ranges have had a large
infrastructure of ground-based instrumentation to receive information and to locate and
control the unmanned vehicle. With the advent of the Space Age, in 1957, space basing
such infrastructure became theoretically possible and within the last twenty years it has
become economically attractive. Telemetry was the first of the three basic forms of Range
instrumentation to go to space, with the advent of NASA’s Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite System (TDRSS). Time, Space Position Information (TSPI) source is the next,
with the Global Positioning System (GPS) taking over almost all the functions presently
performed by tracking radars and vehicle-mounted transponders. This leaves only
command destruct as a ground-based Range system. The conversion to GPS offers an



unparalleled opportunity to not only move ground-based command destruct into orbit but
to vacate the UHF band this Range function has occupied for over forty years.

ARCHITECTURE

While there are several possible architectures for a space-based command destruct
capability including a system using TDRSS, integration with GPS offers some unique
benefits. Such an architecture would consist of:
1. A transmitter at the Range launch head transmitting S-Band messages to modified

Block IIF NAVSTAR satellites.
2. A local ground Command Transmitter capable of receiving messages from the Range

head end and transmitting an L-Band signal incorporating a spread spectrum address
and digital commands. This local Command Transmitter closely resembles a
pseudosatellite and may also be integrated with a reference receiver and, as a result,
serve as a DGPS transceiver and an Integrity monitor.

3. Modified Block IIF GPS Satellites. Modifications to include:
• Capability to receive S-Band command messages on a non-interference basis with

the S-Band uplink used by the MCS for ephemeris updates.
• Capability to cross-link and distribute command messages to other Block IIF

satellites and designate which satellites are to downlink the command messages,
on a non-interference basis with the Block IIF cross link. Note, the Block IIF
Cross link is a UHF TDMA system allowing 24 1.5 sec transmission
opportunities, at up to 300 baud. Flight termination will require a dedicated link.

• Downlink (uplink) of the command messages to the LV, using an existing L-
frequency transmitter (perhaps L2 or L5) on a non-interference basis or a separate
L-frequency transmitter, offset from an existing frequency, by 1.023 MHz.

All other portions of the flight termination system would remain the same. As a result, the
use of such an architecture would be transparent to the Mission Flight Control Officer
(MFCO) and the rest of the Range Safety Center staff. This means that the MFCO would
see no difference in the operation of this system as compared with the existing ground-
based, UHF command system. See Figure 1.

It should be mentioned that to the maximum extent possible, the Satellite links will act as
“Bent Pipes,” that is, injecting the least amount of change or logic possible into the signal
originating at the launch head’s Range Safety Center. All of the ground equipment will be
totally under the control of the Range and, in fact, will be located on Range or Range-
controlled property. This equipment being totally and completely dedicated to Range
Safety Command and TSPI, it can be sequestered and configuration frozen, if needed, for
accident investigation purposes. This is not possible with the satellites, obviously. This is
the reason why they must be “Bent Pipes.” The message itself can be totally generated on
the ground within Range Safety. The “direction” commands; i.e. which satellite will



receive and rebroadcast the uplinked command messages may have to be partially satellite-
based.

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

Prelaunch planning would include the identification of which Block IIF satellites
incorporating the command destruct capability will be visible to the launch vehicle (LV) on
the launch pad and during powered flight as well as which of these satellites will receive
the Range-initiated S-Band command uplink. It is not necessary that the entire GPS
satellite constellation be capable of throughputting the command signals. Since command
messages will be distributed to appropriate satellites, as opposed to all satellites, it will be
necessary to determine which satellites are the appropriate ones and at what stage of the
mission they either become or cease to be appropriate. Commercially available software
makes this task easy.

L-Band  Command DestructTelemetry Range Safety Center

Figure 1   Architecture

GPS

As stated earlier operational use of such a system will be essentially transparent to Range
Safety personnel. There would continue to be prelaunch checks, acquisition of the
command transmitter prior to launch and continuous monitoring of command system
transmissions throughout powered flight. The differences will be in the form of the
message and its transmission points. Instead of a local ground transmitter location at the
launch head and further ground transmitter sites located downrange, this system would use
a ground transmitter at the launch head, which also can serve as a DGPS ground station
and an Integrity monitoring site and a subset of the Block IIF GPS satellite constellation.
During prelaunch testing, the Range Safety Center would initiate diagnostics and link tests
using only the ground transmitter. During countdown, the LV would acquire not only the
ground transmitter but those satellites in view from the launch head. That is, the Range



Safety Center would also begin to exercise the S-Band uplink at this time. During the early
phases of powered flight, the LV would be monitoring the link-establishing message which
also may contain DGPS corrections and integrity messages, When the LV is sufficiently
downrange to be over the horizon from the launch head it will be at sufficient altitude to be
visible to a large number of GPS Satellites and will no longer need Integrity messages.
DGPS corrections will be less accurate, due to the LV’s using positioning data from
satellites not visible from the launch head and thus not included in the DGPS corrections
solution.

SIGNAL CONSIDERATIONS.

The RF signal used for command destruct would closely resemble the message structure
used by GPS in that it will consist of a unique direct spread carrier containing a PCM
message. The signal would be similar to that broadcast by GPS satellites. The spreading
code would resemble the unique spread spectrum messages used by GPS satellites to
identify themselves and the digital commands would resemble the GPS satellite navigation
message. This spreading code would be unique to signals used for Range safety and, as a
result, will be totally transparent to all GPS NAV and GIS receivers. Only Flight
Termination receivers will recognize and despread these signals. There can be several
spreading codes, to allow the addressing of individual Launch Vehicles during multiple
launch operations. The spreading code will thus serve as an address. The PCM message
serves as the actual command.

There would be a minimum of four PCM command messages:
1. A link-establishing message, whose purpose is to insure that the onboard flight

termination receiver is receiving an output from a Range Safety asset. It will serve to
exercise and maintain the link from the Range Safety Center through the uplink,
crosslink and downlink, through the receiver and decoder through to an output (here, to
TM). It could also be used as the LV data source for DGPS corrections and the
Integrity message. The need for this information would fade with the increasing altitude
of the LV and its subsequent exposure to more GPS Satellites.

2. ARM. This message is as required by EWR 127-1 and is used by liquid fueled rockets
to initiate thrust termination.

3. DESTRUCT. This message is as required by EWR 127-1 and is used to initiate fuels
mixing for liquid fueled rockets and to initiate the destruction of motor case integrity for
solid fueled rockets.

4. OPTIONAL COMMAND. This message is as documented in EWR 127-1 and its
usage is, as its name implies, optional and program-specific.

5. Additionally, a duplicate set (or more) of commands are well within the capability of
the system. Alternatively, multiple sets of commands could be used for discrimination
and control of specific vehicles and only one spreading code could be used.



The length of the spreading code and the chipping rate would balance the mutually
competing requirements of quick acquisition (which favors short codes and low chipping
rates) and jamming and interference resistance (which favors long codes and high chipping
rates). In any event, the chipping rate will be a multiple of the GPS reference frequency,
10.23 MHz and the form of the pseudorandom (PRN) spreading code would be compatible
with the present PRN codes used by GPS.

The signal itself would be encrypted using a Public Key, Private Key scheme, provided
and/or coordinated with the National Security Agency. Unlike most uses of such a system,
the Private Key would encrypt the transmitted command signal and the onboard receiver
would decrypt this signal using the Public Key. By structuring the encryption scheme in
this fashion, it eliminates the need for high security protection of the on board hardware
while providing authentication that the received signal is, in fact, from Range Safety.
While such a scheme does not prevent other receivers from receiving the message, it does
identify the source of the message, and that is what the present Secure Transmission
System (High-Alphabet) attempts to do by attempting to ensure that only the designated
receiver will respond to the Range’s Command Transmitters. As long as the on board
receivers act only upon the signals sent by the Range’s Command system, the Command
link is secure. If other receivers also act upon this signal, it is of no consequence. If the
onboard receivers do not act upon signals not originated by Range Safety (and thus not
encrypted with the Private Code), the Command link is secure. Additionally, since the
mathematics of such systems are such that that if the message bits are altered by a third
party, the decryption fails in a well-defined, telltale manner, it would be possible to
provide a TM output in the flight termination receiver which would indicate when such
activity is detected in the incoming signal.

COSTS

There has been some costing done on such a system as this. The costs were derived by the
RSA IIA contractor consortium as part of their ongoing charter to investigate new and
different ways to address the requirements for spacelift instrumentation. In their studies,
they are postulating that the costs to implement such a system would be in the range of $50
to $60 million. While this is a significant amount of money to spend, it was balanced
against the required upgrading of the existing UHF command system, which would require
an investment of $40 to $45 million over the same period to insure a viable command
system through the first two decades of the next century. Actually, when considering O &
M costs over the lifetime of the system (approximately 15 years, for their study), a space-
based L-Band command system, as described here, would accrue savings of over $100
million, net.



The airborne Flight Termination Receivers would actually be rather inexpensive as they
would be integrated with the GPS TSPI receivers on board, sharing the antenna system
and power system. This is possible because the EWR 127-1 reliability requirement is the
same for flight termination receivers and GPS TSPI receivers. This is actually covered
specifically by GPS Telecommand Link. The quoted price today for STS (High Alphabet)
Flight Termination Receivers is approximately $50,000 to $60,000 apiece, amounting to a
shipset cost of $100,000 to $120,000. Incorporating flight termination capability into the
TSPI receiver would amount to something significantly less than 10% increase in cost over
the basic receiver. All that is required is the addition of a single channel receiver and
dedicated decryption and decoding circuitry, sharing the receiver’s front end and power
supply and outputting to dedicated connectors.

While not strictly a cost issue, the weight and volume savings accruing to the LV are
significant. By incorporating the command reception circuitry in the TSPI receiver, the
required LV Range safety instrumentation package devolves from today’s minimum of one
TM transmitter and antenna system with battery, one C-Band transponder, with antenna
system and battery and two UHF command receivers, with antenna system and batteries;
to one TM transmitter with its antenna system and battery and two TSPI/Command
receivers with a shared antenna system and a battery each. This is a savings of one antenna
system, and one battery, at the least.

SCHEDULE

The schedule for implementing such a system is tied to the schedule for design,
development, manufacture and deployment of the Block IIF GPS satellites. This creates a
window of opportunity in which this system can developed and fielded at minimum cost if
it can be harmonized with the Block IIF schedule. As it is, the window for deployment of
Space-Based Command Destruct aboard all of the satellites is, for all intents and purposes,
closed. The next window closes on 8 May, 1998, the scheduled date for Baseline
Definition of SV7 - SV21 (Block IIF Satellites 7 through 21). These satellites will be
deployed beginning in 2003. It is barely possible to define the system in sufficient detail in
time to meet this schedule date.

A more likely target date to meet is the Baseline Definition date of 1 April, 2003, for SV22
- SV33. This should allow sufficient time to define and design the system and arrange for a
test to prove out the concept. Such a test would call for the installation of the Command
Destruct relay system aboard two or more Block IIF satellites in the range of SV7 through
SV21 and send functions through them to a suitable reception device. It is also possible
that the JPO could be persuaded to add the Command Destruct relay system at other than
the present Block change points, creating an new production Block, beginning before
SV 22.



ADVANTAGES

Why would such a Range instrumentation system as proposed here be of interest? There
are several reasons, some of which are applicable to any space-based system and some of
which are unique to a system utilizing GPS architecture.

The first advantage is the elimination, or great reduction, in ground equipment. This should
translate into lower costs, as satellite communications have proved to be significantly
cheaper than previous methods of long haul communications which required an extensive
ground infrastructure of microwave relay towers and coaxial cable. Here, the ground
infrastructure consists of the four downrange sites at the Eastern Range (Argentia, New
Hampshire, JDMTA and Antigua) and two at the Western Range (Pillar Point and Laguna
Peak)

The second is truly global coverage. The present ground-based system is limited by line of
sight and location. To extend its coverage requires more ground infrastructure, including
the possibility of reverting to the use of high-cost Range Instrumentation Ships, to cover
areas of interest which are not line of sight from land, and the expansion of ground stations
on foreign soil. All of these are basically unpalatable options, if only for cost reasons.

There is a class of advantages which stem from the fact that, while theoretically possible, it
is in no way practical to duplicate the existing high-power, UHF command link into space.
This dictates that any space-based system will not be backward compatible. From this
comes a whole host of advantages which accrue when one can make use of the work done
in signal processing and signal structure design that have occurred over the last fifty years.

Perhaps the most important is the issue of security. The existing Secure Transmission
System (High Alphabet) provides an acceptable level of security but the ground
infrastructure necessary to maintain that security is extensive and expensive. A digital
command message format and spread spectrum techniques are, by their very nature, fairly
secure. By using a reverse Public Key-Private Key technique, which represents the present
state of the cryptologic art, a signal fully as secure as the existing system and be provided
without the ground system security provisions which encumber the existing command
system.

A digital, spread spectrum command message is, by its very nature, fairly jam and
interference resistant. This means that high power would no longer be required to
guarantee an acceptable probability of signal reception by the airborne instrumentation
system. This translates into a smaller, less powerful, less stressed and simpler ground
command transmitter. Jamming and interference resistance can also be enhanced by the
structure of the command message and the spreading code. It should also be pointed out



that any intentional jamming of the command signal would also entail the jamming of the
GPS signal, as well. This would be regarded by the U. S. Government as an act of war, in
all probability.

Multiple vehicle coverage is also a simple matter to include. Today’s system is somewhat
limited by the number of commands that exist and by the limited number of frequencies
available for command destruct. On the ER and WR today, the practical limit for vehicles
in the air at the same time is two. With a digital message scheme and spread spectrum
techniques, the number of vehicles becomes limited by the Range’s capability to monitor
LV flight.

Reduction in onboard weight and complexity is possible with any new space-based system
by a judicious choice in operating band. Since the system is no longer constrained to
UHF,. a space-based system can be designed to use one of the other three frequency bands
used by the LV: S-Band, used to transmit Telemetry; C-Band, for a tracking Radar-based
Range; or L-Band, used by a Range utilizing GPS for TSPI. By doing so, the onboard
equipment can share an antenna system, reducing the number of required antenna systems
from three to two.

Reduction in signal attenuation due to rocket plume effects is also probable. Any of the
frequency bands discussed above are superior to UHF in their ability to be received after
transiting through a rocket plume. This translates into lower power and a wider choice of
look angles for the transmitter for a given link margin.

Also, leaving the UHF Band would eliminate the need for the existing waiver for
operations within the UHF Band. At present, Flight Termination activities on US Ranges
operate in UHF on a five-year renewable waiver, for non-exclusive Government use. There
has been and will continue to be pressure to move out of the band. In fact, the ER and the
WR are implementing an upward move of Flight Termination frequencies required by
recent Government direction.

There is one basic disadvantage to any space-based system and that is message transit
time. Preliminary analysis indicates that message transit from the Range head through
satellite links to a vehicle will be within the latency requirement established by EWR
127S1.

Using the GPS architecture, as proposed in this paper results in more benefits. The further
reduction in on-board equipment, thus saving space and weight, is an important benefit for
the Range user, the operator of the LV. Not only can an antenna system be eliminated but
the flight termination receivers, as separate entities, can be eliminated, along with their
batteries. Additionally, an L-Band flight termination receiver can share the Wide Band



Front End of the TSPI receiver, splitting out the command message into a dedicated
correlator/detector and demodulator and through to dedicated output connectors. The size
and weight penalty to the TSPI receiver is in the range of less than tens of cubic inches and
less than tens of ounces. This offsets volume approaching a hundred cubic inches of
volume and several pounds of weight, not including the very heavy batteries these system
use as power supplies.

To the operator of the Range, The use of an existing satellite resource is an important
consideration. There would be no need to design, develop, manufacture, deploy , operate
and pay for, a dedicated satellite constellation. Also very important to the Range safety
community is the use of an existing satellite resource totally controlled by Air Force Space
Command. In fact, the 30th Space Wing, which operates the WR, the 45th Space Wing,
which operates the ER, and the 50th Space Wing, which operates the GPS Satellites,
report to 14th Air Force, a subordinate command of Air Force Space Command.

Concerning the latency issue, the GPS constellation is relatively close in and robust. This
is in comparison to TDRSS, which with only two satellites available and those at GEO,
could have problems with latency and with availability.
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